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PERSIAN---AMERICAN CULTURAL COMPARISONS 
 

These ideas are GENERALIZATIONS! This is an attempt to understand and 
explain the customs and traditions of various cultures, keeping in mind that there 
are different generations of immigrants with differing levels of adherence to the 
classical culture of Persia.  These ideas do not apply to everyone, and should 
not be taken personally!  They are offered with the respectful understanding 
that many Middle-Eastern cultural traditions arose because they had great value 
at one time.  American customs, on the other hand, have few distinct historical 
origins, and change frequently.  These comments are meant to help the 
American Baha’i community assimilate Persian refugees and immigrants.   
 
Those interested in these issues will be further enlightened by the website for 
American wives of Persian husbands:  www.farsinet.com/zanamu.  You may 
also want to read the following document from the NSA Office of Refugee Affairs: 
http://bahai-library.com/articles/lewis.refugees.html.     

 
 

1. Persian society has both a traditional and a modern component.  These 
contradictory mind-sets may cause personal and inter-personal conflict.  
Individual Persians may or may not conform to classical social customs, 
depending upon age, sex, language proficiency, social status, etc.  This 
can create conflict between immigrant parents and their American-raised 
children, a very frightening situation for both. 

 
 
2. Americans admire athletes and entertainers, and often ridicule clergy.   

 
Persians admire clergy and do not admire entertainers.  Even their 
musical instruments are made smaller than usual due to the disapproval of 
the clergy.   
 

Note: America had Ronald Reagan (actor) as President at the      
          same time that Iran had Ayatollah Khomeini (clergy) as     
          President.  

 
 

3. Persians begin conversing when the music or entertainment starts, 
because it can mask their conversations.  Persians become quiet when 
prayers are offered.  Persian religious services are focused on quiet 
worship and listening to a leader explain Islamic teachings.   
 
Americans are quiet when they are being entertained by live music or  
actors, and resent those not paying attention to the performers.  American  
church goers expect to be entertained with preaching, singing, music and  
dancing.  There is little focus on learning about religion.  Much of  
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contemporary American religious philosophy can be termed “the  
prosperity doctrine.” This is a materialistic, success-oriented attempt to  
make middle-class people feel comfortable and happy with their  
relationships and careers, and has little to do with theology or religion.     

       
 
4. Americans expect men to be stoic, un-emotional, and logical.  They expect 

women to be emotional and irrational.  They think that these are inherent 
gender traits that are universal across cultures.   
 
Persians expect men to be emotional and poetic and women to be rational  
and practical.  They think that these are inherent gender traits that are  
universal across cultures.    

 
 
5. Persians enjoy having their friends visit their home for long periods of 

time.    
 
Americans expect to visit only upon prior agreement, and only for a short  
period of time. They often leave a feast or meeting as soon as it is over. 
 
 

6. Americans stop obeying their parents when they reach the age of 
eighteen, or when they leave home.  They do not ask for parental consent 
to marry.  They are expected to become financially independent.   

 
Persian parents, especially the Mothers, often exercise control over their 
adult children.  Parents may also support the children throughout the 
parent’s life. 
 

 
7. Persian spouses play pre-determined roles.  The wife and husband are 

each responsible for certain areas of family and household life.  The 
husband is responsible for the house and the outside property, the wife for 
the interior furnishings.   
 
American couples often negotiate with each other the roles they will  
perform. 

 
 

8. Americans approve of couples, married or not, who show affection for 
each other in public; this is considered romantic.  Men and women hold 
hands and dance with each other in public.  Men shake hands when 
greeting other men.   
 
Persian spouses are not affectionate in public, and often do not even sit  
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together.  Men hold hands with each other, but not with the opposite sex.   
Men kiss other men on the cheeks as a greeting.   
 
 

9. Persian girls may not want to be seen interacting with men, as having 
dated men, or as being independent.  These actions may damage their 
reputation and make them unsuitable for marriage.  Gossip is rampant in 
all cultures!  The men want virgins, and may demand medical proof.  Lack 
of evidence of virginity after consummation of the marriage can have 
serious consequences.   
 
American women are allowed to “have a past,” and are encouraged to  
be independent.  The men also want virgins, but acknowledge that, thanks  
to their own efforts, this condition is so rare as to be an un-realistic  
expectation.   

 
 

10. Americans believe that they will find spouses by dating.  This often 
includes sexual relations and “living in sin.”  The American divorce rate is 
incredibly high because young people are taught nothing about how to 
date, how to choose a spouse, or how to get along with their spouse.  All 
of this is supposed to happen by chance, like in the movies or on 
television!  
 
Persians believe that it is preferable to have arranged marriages, and for  
the engagement period to be kept secret in case the marriage does not  
take place. 

 
 

11. Persians usually appear in public in their finest clothing because of the 
class system in Iran, which values engineers, doctors and other white-
collar professionals.   
 
Americans wear their best clothing to work, and prefer to appear in public  
in casual clothing. 

 
 

12. Americans have a class system that allows talented members of the lower 
socio-economic classes to become rich and famous; these people may 
unfortunately become the public face of a particular group.  Middle and 
upper class Americans of all ethnic and social groups are profoundly 
embarrassed by the vulgar language, crude, violent behavior, and 
depraved values of the “rap” and “hip-hop” cultures, but they have no 
means of protesting or changing it.  Much of so-called “Black” or “ghetto” 
culture was actually learned from the belligerent Scots-Irish lower classes 
that immigrated to America to escape the oppression of the English.  Most 
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of American society has left this vulgar, hostile culture behind, except, 
unfortunately, the Black underclass.       
 
Persians have a class system that is completely invisible to Americans.   
This system is enforced by an elaborate tradition called taarof.  Ones’  
status in society is both indicated and enforced by the form of taarof one  
engages in.  The Islamic clergy uses armed militias to suppress un- 
wanted cultural expressions. 

 
 

13. Americans perceive that people who do not speak proper English are un-
intelligent.  This is a disadvantage for intelligent Persians who are trying to 
learn English as adults.  Many Americans are offended when Baha’is 
speak Persian (not “Farsi”) at events in America, even though this is the 
language of the Blessed Beauty.  Americans should be honored to hear 
the “sweet language”, and should try to learn it so that they can actually 
understand the power, beauty and impact of the sacred scriptures.  
Americans admire British accents, and they think that these accents are a 
sign of high intelligence, even though they have no idea whatsoever which 
English accents are signs of learning and class!  

 
 

14. Americans generally do not respect religion.  They often do not dress up 
at the Baha’i Center or at other community gatherings, which makes 
Persians mistakenly think that they are lower class or disrespectful when 
in fact they are not.   
 
Persians often appear to be over-dressed to Americans, even on outdoor  
activities, because of the class system in Iran.  They respect religion.   
They also want to make a favorable public impression so as to uphold  
 their family’s reputation.   

 
 

15. Americans love football, which is a complex, ritualized form of war.  They 
also admire boxing champions, soldiers and cowboys.   
 
Persians do not understand American football, but love soccer, which  
Americans think is a soft sport because there is no violent bodily contact.  
They also think soccer requires no skills because the ball cannot be  
 touched with the hands. These beliefs are confirmed by the fact that there 

  are very few goals scored in soccer. 
 
  Note: Andre Agassi, tennis player, is perhaps the most  
                               famous Persian athlete in America.  Shohreh  
                               Aghdashloo (“24”) is perhaps the most famous actress.   
                               Christiane Amanpour is a noted television  
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         correspondent.       
 

 
16. Persians do not understand American politics or racial history, which is 

understandable, given that they are immigrants.  Many have therefore 
fallen victim to the pervasive, ever-present indoctrination and propaganda 
carried out by the left-wing media.  Indoctrination takes place when the 
narrator does not identify his bias.  Both Europe and America have the 
problem of intense leftist media bias, which seeks to destroy any person 
or idea that opposes socialism.   

 
Note:  G.W. Bush is popular in Iran because they want him to  
           bring them freedom, as he did in Afghanistan and Iraq.    
           Ironically, many Persians living under the indoctrination of  
           American media propaganda have been influenced to hate   
           President G.W. Bush and all other conservatives.   

 
Black Americans brought about the civil rights movement, which Persians, 
women, and anyone else who is not Black has directly and profoundly 
benefited from.  Blacks have also benefited, but much less than so than 
others; they may resent whites from other countries who are apparently 
able to prosper in America just because they are white.  These people did 
not fight for this country, did not risk their lives in the civil rights movement, 
and have not paid taxes, yet they automatically have all of the benefits of 
full citizenship, thanks to the Black civil rights struggle.  Various ethnic 
groups and recent immigrants to America are, for various reasons, very 
susceptible to the propaganda of the left-wing media.  Just as some 
Persians think that Persian culture is the same thing as the Baha’i Faith, 
too many American Baha’is believe that contemporary liberalism is the 
same thing as the Baha’i Faith.  These are generational issues that will be 
resolved over time.  

 
 

17. Americans think that Arabs and Persians should love the West because 
Western men searched for and found oil in the Middle East, extracted the 
oil, refined it, transported it, marketed it and then paid for it.  They then 
handed the oil, the money, the technology and the oil companies 
themselves over to the Middle-Easterners, making these tribal, poverty-
stricken, undeveloped countries the richest group of nations in the world.  
The reward the West has reaped for bestowing this magnificent financial 
windfall has been worldwide terrorism and un-relenting hatred!  The West 
also thinks that the Arabs have done nothing of value with this money.  
Where is the King Fahd Children’s Hospital?  Some Islamic charities have 
been implicated in funding terrorism.    
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Middle-Easterners see things differently.  The West is blamed for 
exploiting the Middle-East oil wealth, robbing the region of its major oil 
reserves, and importing values, customs and traditions that are alien and 
repulsive to the locals.  Decadence and immorality have been 
disseminated along with financial exploitation.  The oil companies 
imported foreign workers who did not understand or appreciate the moral 
and religious value systems of the local people, and who have shown 
complete disrespect for the people of the region, their cultures, and their 
religious beliefs.  The corrupt politics of imperialism with its’ continued 
support for dictatorial regimes has caused massive resentment.  Certain 
high-level local officials have profited from the oil money, but not the 
ordinary citizens, resulting in a low standard of living and a Third World 
status for many of the common people in certain countries. 

 
 

18. Americans think it is polite to ask about one’s family, including the wife.   
They think that women, even married women, can have friends of the 
opposite sex.  Female college students can have male roommates; in fact, 
some families think that their daughter would be safer having at least one 
roommate who is male.   
 
Persians do not agree with a casual attitude toward opposite-sex 
interaction.  They prefer to keep family matters confidential, even secret.  
They may not be comfortable discussing the women in their family with 
others, or with allowing a guest to view their family photo album.  A man 
may choose to not tell anyone that his wife is expecting until a few days 
before the birth, which can cause problems in workplace scheduling.  
 
 

19. Persians stand much closer to people when they are talking to them.   
      

Americans keep more distance between speakers. 
 
 
      20. Persians do not like interacting with another persons’ left hand.   
           

Americans do not care about that. 
 
 

21. America was founded by people who were fleeing persecution by religious 
authorities.  They feel that religion is something for Sunday morning, and 
that it can be ignored most of the rest of the time.  The concept of the 
“separation of Church and State,” while not in the U.S. Constitution, 
guides society. This phrase is in a letter Thomas Jefferson wrote to one of 
his friends.     
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Iran is a country that is completely defined by Islamic religious values. 
 
 

22. Americans inhabit a continent of seemingly unlimited resources.  They feel 
that there are plenty of resources and opportunities for everyone, and see 
themselves as being happy to share.  They are proud that America can 
incorporate immigrants, and has been a refuge for the oppressed of the 
world.     

       
Middle-Easterners come from desert environments of limited resources,  
therefore, they can be quite competitive and aggressive, which can be  
offensive to Americans.  They may be more concerned with “saving face”  
than with cooperating with others or following the rules. 

 
 
23. Americans line up and take their turn in public places.   

 
Persians come from a culture of scarce resources, which encourages  
people to grab what they can whenever there is a chance.  Lining up is not 

 a cultural tradition. 
 
 
24. Persians have clan, tribal, and family affiliations, including shared 

business interests.   
 

Americans are not even formally affiliated with their own extended  
families, and may not know or care who their non-immediate relatives are. 

 
 

25. Persians admire calligraphy.  Great calligraphers are nationally known, 
such as the Father of the Blessed Beauty.  Books are read from the back 
to the front, and from right to left.   
 
Americans have never heard of calligraphy.  High status people often  
delight in writing illegibly (especially their signatures), thinking that this  
shows how busy and important they are.  This can be dangerous in the  
case of physicians, and is quite foolish; truly intelligent people know how to  
communicate, verbally and in writing.  In American culture only children  
are always supposed to write legibly.  Books are read from front to back,  
and from left to right.  

 
 
26. Middle-Easterners have a sense of the sacred, can prostrate themselves, 

and believe in martyrdom.  They respect their superiors and the elderly.  
They choose leaders on the basis of their personal charisma, not on their 
perceived competence.   
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Americans think that money is sacred, and have respect only for those  
authorities that can exercise police power.  They feel that leaders must  
earn and be worthy of respect.  Some resent the elderly because they  
benefited from the racist system in place prior to the civil-rights movement  
of the 1960’s.  Americans admire leaders with managerial competence  
who see themselves as public servants, and often distrust those with too  
much charisma as possibly being fickle and deceptive.           

        
 

27. Persians have complex rituals of courtesy (taarof) in business and 
personal life.  When they do not want to taarof they say “Taarof Nakonid.”   
 
Americans take you at your word, and are direct and brief in business  
matters.  If you say you do not want any food, they will not offer you any. 

 
 

28. Americans hold Motherhood and Home as the highest ideals, and revere  
      the Madonna and Child; the athletes on TV say “Hi Mom!”  Children  
      belong to the Mother, and to both parents, but not to the other relatives.   

 
Note:  A Japanese mother considers her children to be part of her  
           body, like her arm.  She could not commit suicide without  
           also killing her children, because they are part of her.    
 

            Persians hold one’s Father as the highest ideal.  Children belong to the  
            Father, then to the other male relatives. 
 
 

29. Persians proudly point to a glorious, elegant history lasting several 
thousand years, and may feel that America is a young, vulgar country.   

 
  Americans do not like to hear America criticized by immigrants, whom    
  they feel should be grateful to be able to live and prosper in America,    
  since they are unable to live in their own country.  Americans also feel that  
  Middle-Easterners want the benefits of Western technology, such as cell  
  phones, but will not implement in their own countries the freedoms which  
  produced such a high material standard of living. 

 
 
      30.The only chants Americans have ever heard of are Gregorian chants by  
            medieval European monks.  They do not chant or sing their prayers.   
           They do not care about religious relics or icons.  They are not familiar with  
            the concepts of pilgrimage, true fasting, or martyrdom.  (They might give  
            up bubblegum during Lent!)     
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Persians often chant their prayers.  They take religion seriously. 
 
 

31. America loves Israel because it is a democracy, is capitalist, and because 
the Israelis respect women.  They also feel that the world owes a debt to 
the Jews because of the horrors of the Holocaust.  America feels sorry 
that the Jews were so mistreated even though America had nothing to do 
with it; in fact, the Americans and the Soviets stopped the Holocaust.  
Westerners do not know what the Arabs are talking about when they 
complain of mistreatment at the hands of the West.  Britain and France 
were the imperialist countries that dominated the Middle-East, not 
America.  The West knows that the Arabs took the side of the Nazis in 
World War II.  They see no reason why Israel cannot be left to live in 
peace, except for the abject racism and unreasoning hatred of the Arabs.  
Americans think that the history of the Near-East is documented in the 
Bible, which does not mention the so-called “Palestinians.” 

             
Middle Easterners think that there is a distinct tribe/group of Arabs called  

           “Palestinians,” who were expelled from their country by the Jews.  They  
           believe that the Jewish and Christian faiths are part of Islam, but that  
           Hindus, Buddhists and Zoroastrians are shameful pagans.  They feel that  
          Jews are Europeans who should go back to Europe or that America should  
           give them one of the U.S. states.  The Middle-East (in fact, the whole  
           world) should be one nation, ruled by Moslems, with Jews and Christians  
           as second-class citizens (dhimmi) who pay a head tax to compensate for   
           being excluded from military service.   
 

Note:  The current President of Israel, Moshe Katsav, is an Iranian  
           Jew who was born in Yazd, Iran.  The current Defense  
           Minister of Israel, Shaul Mofaz, (b. Garmsar, Iran) is also an  
           Iranian Jew.  He is responsible for constructing the wall of  
           separation between the Jews and the Arabs, and for the  
           policy of demolishing the houses of the terrorists’ families.  
           (As of 5/2005).  

 
 

32. Americans are revolted by the chador, which appears to them to be a 
symbol of slavery and a sign of ignorance, backwardness and oppression.  
Americans fought a very costly war (The War of Southern Secession*) to 
end slavery, and do not want to see such ugly manifestations of oppression 
in this free country.  They feel that anyone who could oppress his own 
Mother by covering her in a sheet, not to mention oppressing his other 
female relatives, is a savage.  (Consider: female circumcision, slavery, 
temporary marriage (sighe), concubinage, polygamy, and honor killings!)   
 

Note:  The chador was invented in the 1970’s in Lebanon as a  
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           means of identification, (by Shia cleric Musa Sadr) and has  
           nothing to do with Islam.  Covering women is a pre-medieval  
           Bedouin custom; it is alleged (in Iran in 1981) that women’s  
           hair gives off rays which drive men crazy!  Hijab has nothing  
           to do with religion; Western women are required to  
 wear hijab in Middle-Eastern countries even though they are  

  not Moslems! 
 

         Middle-Easterners say that the head covering is part of their religion, and  
         that their cultures and traditions must be respected.  However, they do not  
         respect Western cultures (such as un-covering), and do not allow  
         Westerners to practice their cultures, traditions or religions in Iran or in    
         other Middle-Eastern countries, even when the Westerners are bringing  
         humanitarian aid.   
 
 

33. Americans see single people as being free and independent, as having 
made a “lifestyle choice.”  Many singles feel that they have failed by not 
marrying, but they can easily blame demographic factors, and can certainly 
have a fulfilling, honorable life without marrying.  Many married women 
often keep their maiden names and refer to themselves as “Ms.” for career 
purposes.  In the West, childlessness is irrelevant to the meaning and value 
of one’s life.   

 
     Persians see single, childless people as failures, without a real, valuable  
     life.  They especially feel this way about single women, more so than about  
     single men.  Persian men expect their wives to be virgins and to be un- 
     sophisticated.  Some men define virginity in social and emotional, as well as  
     physical, terms. 
 
     (People may say of a single woman: “What is wrong with her that she was  
      not chosen?  Has she done something so shameful that she is not worthy  
      of marriage?”) 

     
 

34. The American standard of beauty for women is Scandinavian blonde and 
Italian brunette.  Non-whites and red-heads are not really part of the picture 
of what is desirable.  Western men prefer slender, sophisticated women 
who look like Hollywood actresses, Rose Bowl queens, flight-stewardesses, 
Barbie dolls, or fashion models.  They admire suntans as a sign that the 
person is successful enough to have leisure time.   

      
      Middle-Easterners prefer a heavier figure, yet want child-like girls for  
      brides.  Persians like joined eyebrows and natural (non-cosmetically  
      enhanced) features  (except for rhinoplasty:  Iran is the nose-job capital of   
      the world!)  The less the girl adorns herself and is still attractive, the more  
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      desirable she is to prospective suitors.  On the wedding night a woman  
      begins to use cosmetics and other enhancements since she needs to  
      appeal to her husband.  They do not admire suntans because that makes  
      the skin darker! 
 
 
      (People may say of a young girl who uses make-up: “Why should that girl  
       want to use so much make-up… perhaps she is hiding something?)   
 
 
36. The Western heaven has angels playing harps and singing songs.  No one 

dreams of going there to do these things, yet they all want to avoid Hell!  
Many in the West believe in an intermediate stage between death and 
heaven, called “limbo,” or “purgatory.”  People are more afraid of Hell than 
desirous of Heaven.     
 

      The Islamic heaven has harems of 72 virgins and dark-eyed houris, and  
       rivers of milk, honey and wine.  The heavenly reward for women is to  
       enjoy the pleasant environment and to serve their husbands.  Hell is a  
       place where people are burned repeatedly and forced to drink molten  
       metal.     
 
 
37. Middle-Eastern women are respected only if they become mothers.  Lord 

Muhammad said that Heaven is “under the foot of the Mother!”  The role of 
Motherhood is the most important element in the status of a woman.  If a 
woman is barren she may be treated as an outcast, and is in a state of 
shame; infertility can be grounds for divorce.  The relationship between 
parents and children (family ties) drives the Persian/Middle-Eastern 
mindset.  Many people marry their own cousins, which is illegal and for the 
most part in-conceivable in the West.  Middle-Eastern girls are groomed for 
the role of Motherhood, not for careers, and are taught that they should be 
dedicated to taking care of their husband and children.  This dedication 
causes them to play a dominant role in the children’s lives as long as they 
are alive.  Control of the children and gossip are perhaps the only areas 
where some Middle-Eastern women can exercise power. 

 
Note: In some Middle-Eastern cultures the parents are named  
         after the son (Abu Abdul, Umm Abdul); in the West, the son  
         may have the same name as his Father (Junior) and  
         Grandfather.  

 
 
38. Persians do not see elderly parents as being a burden to be cared for 

outside of the home.  There is no part of life divorced from one’s parents.  
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Personally taking care of elderly parents is the only admirable thing to do 
and is expected.  Persians do not respect the loose family ties of the West. 
 
Americans do not want to burden their children when they become elderly.  
Day-care for children and residential care for elderly parents are considered 
essential for a life free to pursue personal goals. 

 
 

39. Americans feel that immigrants should leave their ethnicity and traditions 
behind, and should become Americans, speaking English.  If they want to 
practice their old customs, such as head-covering and intolerance for other 
religions, they should have stayed where they were.  Americans rightfully 
fear that the freedoms America gives to immigrants are being used by them 
to destroy American society, especially in the case of Moslems. 

 
  Note:  The Western attitude is “When in Rome, do as the Romans.”   
                             The corollary to this is: if you don’t want to live like the  
                             Romans, don’t come to Rome.    

 
Middle-Easterners feel that the freedoms of America entitle them to retain 
their old customs and traditions. 

 
  Note:  It is the stated goal of Islamic extremists to take over  
                                Western countries and to replace their constitutions with the  
                                Koran and their laws with Islamic law (Sharia).  Westerners  
                                have no idea how to identify and eliminate the Islamic  
                                extremists without alienating the non-extremists. 
 
 

40. Persians have a cultural reluctance to volunteering.  This may cause friction 
on committees and assemblies, as they are waiting to be asked to 
contribute.  Persians see volunteering as self-promotion.  It was also not a 
good idea to volunteer in a feudal society ruled by a cruel aristocracy.    

       
Americans admire those who volunteer without waiting to be asked.  They  
see this as being helpful.  They feel that if one wanted to do a task, one  
would volunteer, therefore, it would be rude to ask someone to do  
something when they have already shown that they do not want to do it (by  
not volunteering!). 

 
 
41. Persians are very concerned with honor (gheyrat) and face-saving (aberu).  

They strive to avoid insulting, criticizing or humiliating others, and may 
agree with someone merely to avoid publicly embarrassing him. 

  
      Americans value the individual’s right to express himself more than they  
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      value most other ideals.  They believe that debate between people who  
      disagree is healthy; they admire people who are combative but non-violent.   

 
 

42. Middle-Eastern family honor heavily depends upon the chastity and  
         reputation of the women, especially the daughters.  A daughter who is  
         thought to have shamed the family may be severely punished or killed by  
         her male relatives, with the connivance of her female relatives.     
           
         An American woman’s reputation is her own business, and does not reflect  
         upon her family. 
 
 

43. Persians often marry to enforce, confirm or elevate family status.  Persians 
traditionally pay money for the bride (shirbaha) to compensate her family 
for the loss of their daughter.  The man is often at least ten years older than 
the woman. 

           
Americans marry for love and attraction.  There is no bride-price or dowry.  
Divorce often happens when the couple “falls out of love,” i.e. they become 
bored with each other.  This often happens because men are not taught 
how to make a relationship interesting for a woman.  
 

Note: The traditional European formula for marriage is: “The   
           woman should be half the man’s age plus seven years.”  This 
  is thought to harmonize their levels of maturity.  Co-ed  
  education and the marriage of men and women of the same  
  age has been catastrophic for the West. 

 
 

44. Traditional Persians may see the government as something to be exploited, 
since they may not identify with it or feel allegiance to it.  The family or clan 
may be held in higher regard than the government.  The highest allegiance 
for Moslems is the Ummah (Islamic nation), not the nation state. 
 
Americans see themselves as actually being the state or the government, 
and regard stealing from the state as stealing from themselves, since their 
tax money creates and supports the state. 

 
 

45. Westerners view the Middle-East as Christian and Jewish lands that were 
conquered by the Moslems.  The Crusades were an attempt to reclaim 
these ancient lands that were the birthplace of these two religions.   

      
      Middle-Easterners think that the Bible has been corrupted, and is therefore  
      irrelevant, and do not recognize any religion except Islam.  They were   
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      astounded when the barbaric Crusaders attacked them for no reason, and  
      they especially mourn the loss of Andalusia (Spain).  They are still angry  
      about the six or more major Crusader attacks upon Moslem lands, along  
      with the associated massacres. 
 
 
46. Westerners believe that the constitutional and democratic freedoms they 

enjoy have allowed them to create an advanced material civilization.  They 
view the Middle East as being in a profound state of backwards savagery, 
having produced nothing of value in material terms, and having a brutal 
religion in spiritual terms.  Americans know that the public culture of the 
Western media and Hollywood is an abomination of depravity, vulgarity and 
obscenity, yet they view this as a passing phase which will be followed by a 
period of return to higher moral values, like a pendulum that swings back 
and forth. 

 
      Middle-Easterners rightfully fear and loathe the Western public culture of     
      gratuitous violence, vulgarity and sexuality, and do not want to be  
      contaminated by it.  The European mass culture is much more degenerate  
      than the American culture, but the Europeans are not as upset by this. 

 
Note:  A society in which the middle and lower classes emulate the  
          upper classes and aspire to be like them is in the  
          ascendancy.  A society in which the middle and upper  
          classes emulate the lower classes is in decline.  Societies  
          that are strong and advancing have heroes; societies that are  
          declining admire celebrities.   

 
 
47. In the West the oldest child, whether male or female, leads the younger 

children in the immediate family.  Inheritance is distributed equally among 
all of the children, without regard to sex or birth-order.   

 
         In the East the eldest son is the star of the family; all except the Father are    
         subordinate to him, including the older female children and his own Mother. 
 
 

48. Middle-Easterners think that they are not racially prejudiced against Blacks 
for several reasons: (1) There are very few Blacks that are not slaves or 
servants in many Middle-Eastern countries.  Prejudice is actually a matter 
of numbers; if there were half a million Blacks or any other alien ethnic 
group in Iran, one would see racial problems.  (2) Islam is the religion of 
brotherhood; therefore, many Moslems think that they are prejudice free.  
(3) Many think that their attitude towards Blacks is determined not by 
racism, but by the system of social class, which favors the fair-skinned and 
the Europeans over the darker races. 
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Americans know that in race relations there is no “high moral ground” for 
any group.  Africans sold their own people into slavery.  Countries that 
criticize America about racism have not even begun to deal with the 
problems of a multi-ethnic, multi-religious society.  The only groups which 
still practice slavery in 2005 are African and/or Islamic.  The West admires 
Israel, which has successfully assimilated thousands of Black Ethiopian 
Falasha Jews, as an example of Western racial tolerance.  Israel has also 
assimilated the American cult of Black Hebrews, who are not even Jewish, 
on purely humanitarian grounds!   
 
   

49. Westerners know that medieval Christianity was barbaric, but feel that the 
bad aspects were removed by the Reformation and the Renaissance.  They 
feel that Islam needs a Reformation to incorporate science and reason into 
the practice of religion.  The Jewish and Christian faiths, unlike Islam, are 
revealed in chronological order in the Bible, therefore their followers can 
distinguish between universal spiritual principles and temporary historical 
cultural practices (such as veiling Lord Muhammad’s wives, sacrificing 
animals, and stoning adulterers).   

 
Middle-Easterners feel that Lord Muhammad was the last revelator from 
God and that Islam was revealed in a perfect state, therefore, it does not 
need to be changed from the 7th century.  The Koran is not in chronological 
or historical order; therefore, Moslems try to follow all of it, all of the time, 
since they cannot put temporary cultural practices or significant events in 
an historical context.  They also do not have an established clergy (there is 
no Caliph or Pope) that can bring about a Reformation, since Lord 
Muhammad was the last revelator of Islam.   
 
 

50. Middle-Eastern names and non-royal titles may indicate the following: 
Parental status…… Abu, Ibn, Umm, Bint 
Country………….. Afgani 
City……………… Gulpaygani, Kashani 
Education………... Alim 
Pilgrimage……….. Hadji, Karbal’i 
Religion…………. Vahid (Baha’i), Muhammad (Moslem) 
Ancestry…………. Sayyid, Mir, sharif 
One’s Father……... al Nasser 
Tribe……………... al Tikriti 
Characteristic……. al Tawil (tall) 
Hadith Expert……. al Muhaddith 
Sex……………….. Aqa, Khan, Begum, Khanum 
Occupation………. Banna (builder), Ashtchi (cook) 
Given Name……… Aashiq (lover), Elham (inspiration) 
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Title……………… Mulla (Doctor), Mohandis (engineer),  
                                 Ustad (professor) 
Status…………….. Sheikh, Mirza, Agha, Banoo, Sarkar,  
                                 Vala Hazrat, Ulya Hazrat, Effendi 
Spiritual Station….. Hadrat 
Memorized Koran…...al Hafiz 
 

            The highest-status Westerners have only one name: Charles, Elizabeth,  
            Diana, Cher, Madonna.  Western names are chosen at random, and do  
            not have a religious connotation or any other meaning.  Initials are often  
            used (G.W. Bush, G.H.W. Bush).  Sons often have the same name as the 
  Father.  The middle and upper classes use Biblical or family names; they  
            also choose from published lists of baby names that are considered to be  
            attractive or trendy.  Some parts of the Black American community delight  
            in inventing non-sensical, culturally unattractive names, such as La  
            Honda Smith, Heifer Jones or Shaka Doe.  They may also choose African  
            names that cannot be pronounced or spelled by the average person,  
            even though this is not Africa.  English names are, to English speakers,  
            obviously male or female.  Many male names have a feminine form:  
            Francis (male), Frances (female).  Westerners often cannot tell if an  
            Arabic or Persian name is male or female.       
 
  Note:  For information on Persian, Baha’i and Arabic naming  
                                customs see:  
                     http://www.h-net.org/~bahai/bhpapers/vol6/waless/appxs.htm  
                                    
 
 

51. Persians insult people by giving a “thumbs up” sign, called a bilakh.  The 
“V” sign is used as a positive gesture.  

 
     Americans insult people by extending the middle finger straight up.  The  
     “thumbs up” and the “V” are both considered positive gestures. 

 
 

52. Persians are proud of their rugs, tea, pistachios, saffron, caviar, heroes, 
pomegranates, musical instruments, poetry and literature, history, material 
and educational progress, and their colorful, vibrant and attractive culture.  
They admire religious and historical figures from their past. 

 
      Americans are proud of their cars, technology, freedom, and military   
      prowess that has been used to bring freedom throughout the world,  
      punctuality, and material progress.  They admire celebrities, athletes,  
      actors, generals, pilots, and entrepreneurs. 
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53. Americans believe that “a dog is a man’s best friend,” and that “DOG is 
GOD spelled backwards.”  Americans have dogs as pets, for prize-fighting, 
security, war, rescue, for the blind and deaf, to find drugs, explosives, 
tumors and cadavers, for work, and for many other purposes too numerous 
to list. 

 
      Middle-Easterners generally dislike dogs, seeing them as dirty (though     
      some Arabs hunt with dogs).  Some East-Asian cultures eat dogs just as      
      other cultures eat chickens.  
 
 
54. Persia is the English name of the country and empire of the Persians.  Iran 

is the name of Persia in the language of that country.  English speakers, to 
be correct, would say Persia, Persian and Germany, not Iran, Farsi and 
Deutchland.  Political correctness, ignorance of foreign languages, and 
established custom has allowed various countries to impose their native-
language on English speakers.  Other examples are:  Kampuchea for 
Cambodia, Myanmar for Burma, Muslim (Arabic) for Moslem (English).  The 
change from Persia to Iran took place in 1935, when the National  

         Socialist German government influenced the Persian ambassador to  
         Germany to promote the name “Iran,” which emphasized the Aryan  
         connection.  Persians are not Arabs, and may identify with Europe rather  
         than with Asia. 
 
 

55. Americans think that certain things are unlucky, such as encountering a  
      black cat, Friday the Thirteenth, and breaking a mirror.  Finding a four-leaf    
      clover or a penny is considered good luck.  Itchy palms mean that money is  
      coming!  Some people also eagerly read horoscopes.    
 
      Middle-Easterners think that it brings on the evil eye to highly praise a  
      person, or for a person to brag about their accomplishments.  Public  
      speakers therefore downplay their accomplishments during the  
      introduction.  Westerners list their accomplishments so as to establish their  
      credibility.     

 
 

56. Westerners feel that religion should bring joy to humanity.  Traditions such  
         as Christmas trees, Santa Claus, presents, Easter rabbits and eggs, gospel  
         music, and Jewish music and humor, are expressions of joy associated  
          with religion.  Westerners do not see any religious or cultural expressions of  
         joy in Islam, although there must be some such traditions.  The West sees  
         only mayhem, oppression, and brutality in Islam.  Fun and tolerance for  
         alternative viewpoints seem to be prohibited. 
 
         Middle Easterners take religion seriously.  They respect religion and  
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         religious figures, and do not associate religion with humor.   
 
 

57. Westerners who give social invitations to their friends expect the person to  
be there or to explain why they did not attend.  They will stop inviting that 
person, couple or family until the issue is resolved.  Westerners will include 
in the invitation as much information as they can, such as the date and 
official starting time, the un-official starting time, directions to the event, 
parking possibilities, what clothes to wear, what beverages will be served, 
what activities will take place, weather conditions if the event is to take 
place outside, alternate plans if the event is cancelled, and who else will 
attend.  They do not want to have incompatible guests, such as ex-
spouses.  They want a commitment to attend at the time the invitation is 
extended.  Americans appreciate being given this information, and may use 
not getting this level of information as an excuse to not attend.  The focus is 
on efficiency, and making sure everyone has enough information so that 
they will be comfortable enough to make the effort to be present.   
 
Middle Easterners feel that if a person does not attend an event they must 
have had another priority; the event will not be mentioned again.  To do so 
would be rude.  Minimal information about the event is given as a sign of 
respect; they do not want to be in the position of instructing the person, 
especially if the person is older or has a higher status.  They expect that if 
the person intends to be there, he will call back to confirm the details that 
he wants.  The focus is on respect for the lifestyle situation and the status 
of the person being invited.  The reluctance to give information can cause 
missed appointments and make it difficult for people to attend events. 
 

58. Middle Easterners are possibly quicker to anger and quicker to get over 
their anger than Westerners.  They see the 9/11 attacks as part of a series 
of events, including attacks on both sides, which are now over. 

    
     Westerners are possibly slower to anger, but are considerably slower to  
     calm down.  As long as America exists, we will never get over the attacks of   
     9/11/01, which we see as a discrete event, unconnected to any other   
     events.  We will never trust the Islamic world again because we can see no  
     reason why we were attacked.  Americans were completely un-concerned  
     with the Islamic world (except for Iran, which did the absolutely, utterly and  
     totally un-believable and inconceivable act of attacking the American  
     embassy in Tehran!) until we were attacked for no reason on 9/11.  Our  
     assistance to Israel, despite what the Arabs think, has been absolutely  
     minimal.  At least the Japanese had a reason for attacking America: we had  
     embargoed their strategic materials because of the atrocities they  
     committed in China.             
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*The War of Southern Secession/Rebellion 
 

   Understanding this cruel event, known as the American Civil War, is crucial  
   to understanding America. Because of its’ brutality, it should really be called the  
   un-Civil War. The war was an attempt by the Confederate States (aka the  
   Southern Democrat Party) to secede from the United States so they could  
   maintain the institution of slavery. Rebels were called “Secesh.”   
 
  The original Thirteen Colonies could not address the issue of slavery because  
   they had to maintain unity in their rebellion against the British; the southern  
   colonies would not have joined them if the government had tried to abolish or  
   restrict slavery. The issue of slavery in America was resolved seventy years  
   later by the “Civil War” (1861 to 1865). Baha’u’llah declared His Mission in  
   Baghdad during the period April 21 to May 2, 1863. Part of His Revelation was  
   the principle of the abolition of slavery throughout the world. Shortly thereafter,  
   the Confederacy, which wanted to maintain the institution of slavery, began  
   losing the war, with their defeats at the Battle of Gettysburg in the east (July 1- 
   3, 1863), and at Vicksburg (July 4, 1863) in the west. Prior to these battles the  
   Confederate Army had been very successful, the apex being their victory at  
   Chancellorsville (May 1-4, 1863). Despite that victory, Chancellorsville is  
   where “Stonewall” Jackson, the greatest Southern general next to Robert E.  
   Lee, was shot and killed by his own men. Lee’s subsequent defeats were often  
   attributed to the absence of Jackson. There were 11 states in the Confederacy   
   and 23 in the Union.   
 
   There is no such thing as a “civil” or polite war. The war was fought by  
   uniformed armies, not by civilians. The South had the right to secede, just as  
   the Thirteen Colonies seceded from the British Empire. The South never   
   attempted to take over the American government despite invading the North  
   twice, at Antietam and Gettysburg. The South was not a democracy; the North  
   was. (Democracies do not fight each other!)  For an explanation of why the  
   Confederacy seceded, Google the “Articles of Secession,” which generally  
   name the protection of slavery as a financial asset as the principal reason. The  
   so-called “Confederate Flag” is actually the battle flag of the Army of Northern  
   Virginia, similar to the flag for the 82nd Airborne Division, and had nothing to do  
   with slavery. It was not one of the three national flags of the Confederacy, all  
   of which resembled the American “stars and stripes.” This battle flag was  
   known as the Southern Cross, and was created so that it could be  
   distinguished in battle from the “stars and stripes” of the North and the “stars  
   and bars” of the South. As a symbol, it has different meanings, and can be  
   offensive to some people, therefore, it should not be displayed on public  
   property at taxpayer expense, but it is certainly appropriate for private uses.  
   After the war, Democrat President Andrew Johnson was impeached (indicted  
   and found guilty), but was acquitted (not removed from office) by one vote, over  
   the constitutional issue of firing his own cabinet member, Republican Secretary  
   of War Edwin M. Stanton, who wanted to leave federal troops in the south to  
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   protect the freed Blacks.  The impeachment proceedings and subsequent  
   Senate trial were a consequence of the national debate over Reconstruction of  
   the South, not for a crime committed while in office.  
 


